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Invasions and sabotage. Two civilizations doing anything to exist. War crimes are the norm.Joe
takes his first step into exile, and is promptly unable to breathe. This new Zone has a higher
concentration of power, magnitudes denser. His first task is to survive, but mere survival is the
least of his concerns.The Zone he has landed on has been in a state of constant war for
thousands of years, a tug of war between the Elven and Dwarven societies. Not choosing a side
is the same as declaring both to be your personal enemy. Though he is resistant, Joe reluctantly
decides to go with the group he thinks will help him grow the most—and is instantly plunged into
their bitter war. To gain the freedom he desires, Joe needs to turn to the less savory aspects of
his class.Engulfed by darkness, Joe can only hope he’ll be able to snuff out the light.
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bring these stories to life.Prologue“Hello,” a musical voice called over as Joe peered around from
the fluffy chair that he found himself in. He blinked as he locked eyes with an Elf. “Welcome to
Alfenheim. You have a choice to make.”“Welcome to Svaltarheim, and the choice should be an
easy one!” the Dwarf on the other side called out. “Join the snooty Elves, and become a sworn
enemy of the Dwarves-”“Or join the unruly mob that is the Dwarves, and become the sworn
enemy of the Elves.”Joe tried to catch his breath, but every single moment felt like standing in
the presence of King Henry. The Dwarf narrowed his eyes as he watched Joe struggle to
breathe. “You… celestials above, human! You didn’t wait to break the mortal limit before you
came here?”“This one is clearly going to join the Dwarves; he must have no intelligence at all. I’m
pleased to see that not every human that comes to this plane is going to be as talented and
impressive as all the other ones that already arrived and joined us.” The Elf scoffed as Joe fully



collapsed to the ground. “Look at him. This is a joke, for sure. Dwarf, you may as well leave; he
has no physicality at all. He’s all mind characteristics, so there’s nothing he will want from you.
Even if we have no choice but to accept him, he’ll certainly want to join the group that can
actually help him.”“Pah! That’s exactly why he’ll join the Dwarves!” The stocky recruiter stepped
forward and reached out a hand to help Joe up. “He needs to beef up! Focusing on his mind
above all else has made him as weak as a kitten, and he’s getting a chance to rectify that. Come
on, lad, as soon as you join up with me, we'll go get a steak together!”“Touch him…” The Elf
threatened softly as the Dwarf reached out, “…and this is the last time we will see a peaceful
recruitment. You know the rules. They have to make their choice alone, and anything we do
besides informing them of their options will be seen as an act of aggression. Help him or hurt
him before he chooses, and all potential recruits start spawning into a dungeon.”A look of
sorrowful hesitation crossed the Dwarf’s face, and he reluctantly dropped his hand. “I’m sorry
that I cannot take this moment to do right by you, human. Arrow-Head over there has a point.
There are precious few places where we can be in the same area without killing each other
directly. If one of us messes this up, it will mean a demotion, at best.”The Elf turned on the Dwarf
and spat to the side. “Arrow-Head? Ah, my ears; I see. Yes, personal attacks are exactly what I
expect from rabble such as you. Eventually, we will meet on the field of battle, and I will teach
you that there are people beyond people, and heavens beyond the heavens. Your secular ways
truly shine through with everything you do.”Joe wheezed, but only frothing bubbles came out of
his mouth as he tried to force his lungs to voice the words he wanted to speak. He couldn't get
out more than a pained grunt, and the Elf and Dwarf were forced to watch without helping as the
energetic environment of the second Zone slowly crushed and suffocated him over the next
hour.There was only one benefit to this terrible pressure: it counted as characteristic training all
by itself.Characteristic training complete. +1 Strength, Constitution, Wisdom, Perception.
Caution: there appear to be massive downsides to training in this style!You have died!
Calculating: you have lost 4,400 experience! You will respawn in 12 of Zone Two’s hours!Joe
blinked and found himself in his respawn room. He sank into the giant bean bag cushion that
appeared in the center of the room, rubbing the center of his forehead. “Well, that did not go
nearly as well as I had hoped it would. I need to figure out how to break the Mortal limit within an
hour of respawning? Can I study that here? Maybe my ‘mortal mind’ just won't be able to
comprehend it?”He smirked at the thought, but the smile faded as he realized that he was
actually probably correct about that. “System, can I inspect the items in my storage even though
I'm dead?”Joe wasn't expecting a response to this, and was pleasantly surprised when his
inventory opened up. He received a notification immediately afterward, letting him know that he
would not be able to interact with any of the items in his storage. He could only inspect them,
though he could read over the books or data that was stored within. Joe pulled out the… scroll?
Book? It was hard to tell exactly what this document was, as it shifted to a new form every time
he blinked. “Thank you, System, that's exactly what I was hoping to see…”Those were the last
words he spoke over the next few hours, as he read over ‘Breaking the Mortal Limit’. The



document itself was not difficult to understand; it was instructing him on how to create certain
permanent patterns within his mana—and therefore, his body as a whole—and luckily had been
tailored to his particular case. His mana was unrestrained and rampaged through his body at all
times. The most difficult portion of study was the fact that there was no way to test his
knowledge. While he was in his respawn room, he could only try to memorize the patterns as
perfectly as possible.At some point, the portal reopened, but he ignored it; for a day, then two,
but just as the timer showed that he had been in the room for exactly forty-eight hours, Joe got to
experience something absolutely brand new. He was violently and unceremoniously ejected
through the portal at speed.You are not allowed to stay in your respawn room for more than two
days now that you have reached Zone Two! You have gained a debuff: Weakling. Avoiding your
duty for two whole days has reduced your maximum health and mana to one quarter of its
normal pool for the next 12 hours!The debuff, coupled with the fact that Joe hit the floor hard
when he came out of the portal, meant that the Reductionist nearly died by respawning. That
would have been completely humiliating, but his current state of being completely unable to
move beyond spastic twitching wasn’t much better.“Oh look, that human is back.” The Dwarf
immediately put on a greasy smile, moving into full salesman mode as soon as his target arrived.
“You've been gone so long; you must have gone back to the previous Zone? Did you take the
time to break the Mortal limit? That was very quick—what the abyss?”A wave of healing water
washed over Joe, bringing his health up to its current maximum. However, Joe did not stand up,
nor did he move. He was stuck to the floor once more, slowly being crushed to death. The Elf
scoffed at the sight, doing his best not to laugh aloud, but didn’t bother to comment about the
weakness; instead making an astute observation. “He must have been banned, exiled from the
previous Zone. Human, make sure to study and prepare during your time dead, else you will
eventually return to the moon.”The Dwarf winced at that, slightly sneering. The reason became
apparent with his next words. “I hate to agree with this poetic fraudster, but if you die even a
couple of more times, you are going to start losing ground faster and faster. You begin racking up
debuffs, penalties, and you might just start respawning over and over. You will be level zero in no
time… and your only hope will be returning to the previous Zone when your ban is over. For your
sake, I hope that there is a time limit.”“Either way, can you be quick about it?” The Elf sighed and
picked at his nails. “Until you either leave for good or pick one of us, we are stuck without new
recruits. This position and all bonuses are based on turnaround time, so…”The fact that this was
something they agreed on made Joe suspicious. They acted like mortal enemies, but they
seemed to be getting along pretty well… or it might just be that important. Joe opened his status
sheet and looked at the countdown timer. Three hundred and sixty-one days remaining on his
exile. He swallowed, feeling like he was trying to get a ball of lead down his trachea.Joe really
needed to figure out this Mortal Limit thing.Chapter One“Four more deaths, and five days lost in
Zone Two.” Joe sighed as he checked the countdown for his exile. That was the most accurate
way for him to track how much time he was wasting due to failing to break the Mortal Limit over
and over. Three hundred and fifty-six days of exile remaining meant that there was exactly one



way forward. “I have gained four more characteristic points during each of those suffocation
training sessions, and lost twenty-two thousand experience. I'm back to level twenty-one today,
and if I can't figure it out this time around… I don't want to prove those two right.”Joe decided to
peruse his status sheet while he waited for the portal to reopen. He had learned that the
weakling debuff increased in potency every few minutes that he waited to exit after the portal
opened, culminating at the forty-eight-hour mark. That meant that the only way to maximize his
chances of successfully creating the necessary mana patterns was to get out of his respawn
room as soon as physically possible.Name: Joe ‘Tatum’s Chosen Legend’ Class:
ReductionistProfession I: Arcanologist (Max)Profession II: Ritualistic Alchemist (1/20)Profession
III: NoneCharacter Level: 21 Exp: 248,820 Exp to next level: 4,180Rituarchitect Level: 10 Exp:
45,000 Exp debt: 14,714Reductionist Level: 0 Exp: 0 Exp to next level: 1,000Hit Points: 0/787
(Currently respawning)Mana: 0/2,152 (Currently respawning)Mana regen: 44.54/secStamina:
0/781.5Stamina regen: 5.97/secCharacteristic: Raw scoreStrength: 76Dexterity: 93Constitution:
77Intelligence: 138Wisdom: 118Dark Charisma: 80Perception: 93Luck: 59Karmic Luck: -1“I
don’t even remember getting to level twenty-two. Did that ritual wipe out a monster population
when it hit them? Did I get experience for that?” It had been an astonishingly long time since Joe
had looked over his entire status sheet, and frankly, he was surprised to see how much it had
changed. The final battles, changes, rituals, everything that he had done had apparently shot his
level skyward.However, now that he was losing levels, Joe had another concern. When he had
gained the Reductionist class, there had been something in the description about not gaining
characteristic points by leveling. If he continued to lose levels, was he going to start losing the
characteristic bonuses that he had gained? When he had been able to get the little extras, it had
always felt like an awesome reward, and losing them would feel like a double defeat. The whole
situation was a little frustrating, but hopefully… that would all end today.“I think I’m finally ready.”
Joe had memorized the entirety of the mana flows, and he was about eighty percent certain that
he could get them in the correct configuration today. The first time he had attempted it, he had
only hastened his death, causing his body to implode and leave behind a puddle on the ground
that neither the Elf nor the Dwarf had bothered to clean up. He had nearly drowned when he
respawned the next time around. Who could have guessed that shifting energy that was as
potent as unbridled lightning around in your body could have negative effects?The Reductionist
closed his eyes and tried not to give into frustration. He needed to be as balanced mentally and
physically as he possibly could be if he wanted to have a shot of breaking through the Mortal
Limit during this life. The portal opened, and he fell backward through it. Oddly, he came walking
out the other side, just like every other time—except for the first, when he had been forcefully
ejected. It was a truly strange phenomenon, but he did not have time to dwell on the mechanics
of resurrection right now.“An oligarchy is the only way to have a fair society based on the merit of
the individual!” The long-bearded Dwarf was apparently making a case that was falling on deaf
ears, because the Elf cut him off right away.“Yet nothing ever really changes for your people,
does it? That is why our theocracy is the best path. Our rulers are mandates from above!” The



Elf’s voice was an unusually soft countertenor, and could have easily been mistaken as tenor,
something Joe hadn’t really thought about before.“You have the gall to talk about nothing
changing? Your leadership has literally never changed without death involved.”The Elf returned a
simpering smile. “Mandated from above means permanency.”Ignoring the caustic bantering of
the recruiters—just as they ignored his body arriving and dropping to the floor—Joe got to work
right away. He directed his energy back and forth, creating swells, tides, whirlpools. He had a
strange crystallizing moment of realization that if he had kept his mana within a core like
everyone else in the Mage’s College, this process would have been much easier; far more
streamlined, at least. Joe could feel it, he was almost there. Just a few more whirlpools, another
few seconds…He lost it. While he was mentally groping for a thread of power to tie all of his
effort together in a pretty bow, Joe slipped. Instead of pulling away a tiny stream of mana, he
slapped his mana pool like he would a bag of mulch in a supermarket; dispersing a massive
amount throughout his body. Everything that he had put together washed away in the face of that
tidal wave… on the positive side, his body didn’t explode. Or implode. That was nice, too. Yet, he
was back to square one with only a few minutes of oxygen remaining. He could practically feel
the carbon dioxide building up in his blood, poisoning his organs and reducing his vision to a
dark tunnel…“Poisoning…? Poisoning!” He gasped the words out, attaining a queer look from
the recruiters at the non sequitur. It took a mountain's worth of mental energy, but Joe activated
‘Neutrality Aura’ and hoped for the best. It started without a hitch, and he could feel his body
getting cleaner… but only the outside. Joe was still suffocating, and the spell was doing nothing
to alleviate that fact. Unable to speak his frustration, Joe simply closed his eyes and thought,
“Well, at least I tried. I guess this just isn't powerful enough-”His eyelids slowly pried open, the
gravity making them feel as if they were tied down. He didn’t care; that was only a reflex. What he
wanted to see wasn’t something he needed his eyes for. Joe’s status sheet appeared in front of
him, and he searched desperately for the one thing that might help; might allow him to survive
this situation. There. He had been correct: there were nine free skill points remaining for him to
allocate. He had just… never gotten around to it. Right now, all he could do was thank his
younger, less focused self.One point dropped into his Neutrality Aura, bringing it up to
Apprentice nine; then the second one was allocated. Joe accepted the changes with a
desperate hope in his heart and tunnel vision closing in. With only seven free skill points
remaining, he wouldn't get another shot at upgrading the skill tier.Skill increase: Neutrality Aura
(Student 0): By relying on this skill far too often—for everything from showering to staying
hydrated—this skill has increased far beyond what it was ever intended to be. Bonus added due
to usage: this skill will now act as a gas exchange, directly exchanging the harmful gases in your
blood for the helpful gases surrounding your body. While not as effective as breathing, you will
be able to remain underwater or in toxic environments for a significantly longer time without
inhaling.“Intent matters. I knew it mattered.” Joe’s lips twitched upward at the thought, as clarity
started to return to his vision. His eyes, which every time before now had become painful and
dried out, were remaining nicely hydrated, even though he could only blink once every few



minutes with great effort. If he physically could have facepalmed, he would have. Joe had no
idea why he hadn't thought to activate this skill previously. Panic, perhaps? Lack of oxygen to the
brain?He was still struggling to breathe, only able to pull in one lungful every fifty seconds or so,
but it did not feel nearly as terrible as it normally did. Beforehand, he’d had to focus at least half
of his attention on making his chest rise and fall. With his skill reducing his need to breathe by…
maybe a quarter? Joe started to feel real hope. His characteristic training notification went off, he
stayed alive, and kept staying alive. Eventually, even the recruiters started to take note at the
greatly extended time-to-live he was showcasing.“Did you do it? Did you choose Mind Over
Matter?” The Elf stepped forward excitedly, the first time Joe had seen something other than
vague disgust on his androgynously ‘pretty’ face. “Work with us, and I promise that you will reach
heaven in a single bound! You can start directly in the Officer track. I have seen you go from not
even understanding that you needed to look at the Mortal Limit, to breaking it in under five full
days of attempts. I'm not one to have eyes and fail to recognize Mountaindale!”“Ignore the
pampered twig, human!” The Dwarf cut in, panic filling his voice for once. “I’ve recognized your
talents ever since you arrived. Were it not for this… thing stopping me, I would have been
working with you to improve and reach this stage the entire time. I would have been able to keep
you alive; we would have… hold on one abyssal second… why aren't you getting up? What did
you choose…?”At practically the same time, the two recruiters realized that he had not actually
broken the Mortal Limit. The Elf only deigned to shrug, then went to sit on an intricately formed
tree stump. “It appears the carp did not jump over the dragon gate. It appears that sometimes a
fishy is just a fishy. It appears the Celestials don’t smile upon this one. No talent, no luck. Cast off
even by his own Zone.”“I still… believe in you. You can do it. Take the chance to grow and better
yourself,” The Dwarf promised very unconvincingly, before he too went and sat down in a
meditative pose on an anvil that had been repurposed as a chair. “If only I knew what you were
going to decide.”Joe's eyes moved between the two of them, frustration mounting in his heart.
Neither of them would help him because he might choose to work with the other? Because they
had a deal? So, helping a potential enemy was worse than rescuing a potential ally? Joe wanted
to spit at both of them, but ended up only drooling out of the side of his mouth.Right then, he
resolved that if he didn't need to make a choice between the two, he wouldn't. When Joe was
strong enough, when he broke the Mortal Limit, he was going to get out of here on his own
terms.Chapter TwoAlmost… almost. Joe broke his concentration to heal himself, and the almost
complete structure for his mana circulation pattern shattered into motes of light that faded away
like a handful of glitter thrown in the air. Gasping in a long breath, he let his face fall to the side
and tried to throw up from the pain.Luckily, or unluckily, depending on how Joe thought of it, he
had not had anything to eat for days and days. The healing water washed from his hands,
traveled along his body, and brought him back up to his maximum health. He was lucky that Lay
on Hands did not require him to physically touch himself on the chest, or some other strange
somatic gesture. He still couldn’t raise his arms, after all.“You can do it,” the Elf called over,
pretending to speak with affection for the human that was keeping it from gaining boons and



sleeping well. “It won't take you weeks or months like it does for everyone else. You can do this
very easily. Perhaps if you just give it your best shot-”“Stop pretending that you care about
anything a human would be able to accomplish.” The Dwarf growled at the simpering Elf,
obviously missing the sarcasm. “All you want to do is pad your bottom line, get a bonus for
convincing the humans to join your race over mine. A foolish choice, and we both know it. The
winning side is ours, and it always will be. I look forward to seeing your new face after our first
battle.”That final taunt made the Elven liason’s face contort in rage, but he replaced it with a
sneer a moment later and launched his own verbal offensive.Joe stopped listening; he wanted to
get this process down. He focused, putting all of his mental energy into holding the mana weave
that was propagating throughout his body. The voices of the squabbling recruiters faded into
background noise once again, and Joe pushed on his free-formed mana, again, again. This
system was built with him in mind, which meant it was something perfectly structured for himself.
Joe knew that if he could not make this work, there was no way to progress in this Zone. There
was no other option—there was nothing beyond success—that meant that he would succeed.
Now, or… maybe after he had a few more tries.As that mindset solidified within him, Joe heard a
distinct *click*. The weave that he had been creating, the circuitry throughout his body, solidified.
His mana began rumbling along the new pathway that he had created, and contrary to his
expectations… the feeling of freedom that his mana was steeped in did not go away, but instead
increased. It was strange, because all of the power was moving, but there was a feeling that it
didn't need to move if it didn't want to do so.As if it were… a different kind of non-Newtonian
fluid? Gaseous and free-floating, but flowing along the channels created like a liquid while also
carrying the potential to be structured into the ‘solid’ feel of a spell, the circuit revolved in his
body. There was a clear starting point in the center of his heart. From there, it traveled down his
legs, then up his body. When it got to his brain, time seemed to freeze for a long moment, and
Joe felt a question coming. For the first time ever, he instinctively knew the system was about to
speak to him, and was prepared.You stand at a crossroad that loops upon itself and must
directly choose the path you will walk upon. For the first time, you will know what lies at the end
of each path. Do not be afraid to make a choice now. At your next specialization, you will need to
walk the opposing path if you wish to progress further upon the road.1) Mind over Matter. (Most
suitable for your current characteristics) By breaking the Mortal Limit using only your mind, you
will learn how to survive in energetic environments by simply reaching a state that allows you to
move through the energy like a leaf in the wind, catching the gusts that you need in order to
progress. As a fringe benefit, the mental characteristics (Intelligence, Wisdom, Charisma, and
Luck) will be trainable twice per day.2) Matter over Mind. By breaking the Mortal Limit using only
your raw physicality, you will learn how to survive in energetic environments by smashing
through the barriers that would keep you in place, surrounding yourself in that same energy and
cutting through the energy like a ship sailing upon the sea. As a fringe benefit, the physical
characteristics (Strength, Constitution, Dexterity, and Perception) will be trainable twice per
day.Joe looked at his stats and tried to make a decision. He did not know if choosing one over



the other would allow him to get up on his feet right away, but he did know that his mental
characteristics were far and away higher than his physical ones. If he took Mind over Matter, he
was certain that he would be able to get up and get going much faster. However… the only time
he had seen excitement on that Elf’s face was when he thought he was going to get a new
‘acquisition’. Joe didn't want to admit it, but he was a teeny tiny bit stubborn and potentially—just
maybe—a little spiteful.With that self-realization at the front of his thoughts, he chose Matter
over Mind. The weave of power that was moving through his body shifted slightly, though it took
him a few moments to realize exactly how it differed. The knots and whirlpools that had been
created had shifted inward, no longer floating over the surface. Mana was sinking into his
muscles, bones, tendons, and organs.Matter over Mind has taken effect! This is not an active
effect or title, but a state of the energy that flows through you. Checking for traits to absorb… one
trait found!Trait: Suppression Resistance. Current effect: Will grow as your power does and gives
you a 50% resistance to stun, silence, and paralytic effects. Your mind has always been striving
toward freedom, and your mana has taken on a bit of your resolve.This trait will be absorbed into
your matter. You can only choose how it evolves:1) Suppression Resistance (mind and body).
This will grant you 70% resistance to hostile stun, silence, paralysis, illusions, ensnaring sounds,
and formations of the Journeyman rank or below.2) Unsuppressed Growth. Choose one
characteristic set (mental/physical) to feed into the other. The fed characteristics will gain
floor(10%N) where N = the feeding characteristic.Joe’s eyes widened fractionally, and he almost
mentally slapped option two… but stopped himself. The system typically did not give two such
wildly differing reward tiers. It seemed almost like this was a bait and switch, where the second
option seemed incredibly better than the first. But, if he was correct in his assumption, the mind
and body suppression resistance was being shown as equal in value to the unsuppressed
growth. Joe realized that he did not know what the feeding or fed characteristics would be, or if
he would get to choose them.Once more, he was faced with a choice that could have long-term
benefits, or something that would give him great power in the short-term and long term. He
needed more information! How was he supposed to know what to do without proper time to go
over the options, the pros and cons of both? With a mental shrug, he tried to boil it down. The
question really became: which one would be better forever? Having ten percent of his
intelligence added on to strength right now would take it from seventy-six to eighty-nine, and
only ten—no! Five days of training would bring the stat to the next threshold!But the things that
had been added onto the suppression resistance… Joe had an intense gut feeling that
‘formations’, like those the Jester Assassins used, were something that the Dwarves would have
in spades. Ensnaring sounds? That sounded distinctly Elven, if Joe was going directly by
mythology. Either way, if he ended up facing off against one or both of these groups, he was
certain that the suppression resistance would remain useful.Joe had one final thought, one that
made the choice for him. The fact of the matter was that, eventually, he would be past this Zone.
He would not be fighting Elves and Dwarves forever; in fact he was certain he would not be
fighting forever! Yes, he would be seeking power, but that was not the same thing as attaining



power. Eventually, as he gained in experience, there would be fewer things that could challenge
him and what he could do. There could only be a few individuals at the peak, else it wouldn’t be
the peak. Frankly, there would ultimately be very few things that could suppress him.At the
highest ranks, Joe was certain that pure stats would already let him disregard almost anything
that people of a lower level could throw at him. His mind came into alignment with his
personality, and he went with his initial choice of choosing the second option. In an instant, Joe
was shuddering on the ground as power started to flow into every cell of his being.Character trait
updated! Unsuppressed Growth added. Mental stats feeding physical stats has been chosen.
Intelligence is feeding Strength. Wisdom is feeding Dexterity. Dark Charisma is feeding
Constitution. Luck is feeding Perception.Characteristic: Raw scoreStrength: 76 -> 89Dexterity:
93 -> 104Constitution: 77 -> 85Intelligence: 138Wisdom: 118Dark Charisma: 80Perception: 93 -
> 98Luck: 59Karmic Luck: -1You have reached a threshold for Dexterity! Upgrading nervous
system!Joe twitched uncontrollably, only the massive pressure of this Zone keeping him from
flailing wildly as his muscles swelled slightly and his nerves were remade. His health increased,
and he could feel his self control becoming finer.Stamina now regenerates at a rate
of .3*Constitution+.3*Dexterity instead of .275*Constitution+.275*Dexterity. Stamina regen has
moved from 5.97/second to 6.05/second! Congratulations on reaching this threshold!“Yay… so
worth the pain,” Joe muttered into the air, not realizing that he had managed to actually speak.
“Hey, at least I can think my way into muscles now. I’ve always dreamt of reading a book and
getting fitter; maybe I can walk into a library and come out a bodybuilder? That’s how it works
now, right?”“What!” The Dwarf was on his feet in a second, inspecting Joe excitedly. “You
actually managed it! You improved yourself to such a degree in this short time! You’re an abyssal
genius! I knew it!”“From the look of you, more changed than just a simple crossing of the Mortal
Limit.” The Elf’s already huge, moist eyes widened even further. “A crane in a flock of chickens,
indeed…! You had a character trait. A bloodline. Literally one in one hundred thousand. Human, I
can tell you now that the advancement opportunities I can offer you are limitless.”“Quiet, twig! To
use your overblown and overused sayings, ‘you are just trying to fish in troubled waters’. You
can’t even give promotions; those are mandated.” The Dwarf didn’t even bother to look over at
the Elf as he dismissed him, which was too bad, because it was the first time the Elf really
reacted truly furiously. The expression faded from the perfect face after a few long moments of
struggle, but if the Dwarf had seen it… he would have gloated for the next decade.“Both of you.
Stop. Talking.” Joe still couldn’t sit up, but he could speak with only moderate difficulty. “I’ve
wanted an answer to this for days, and this is the first chance I’ve gotten. Don’t deny me, I’ve
waited too long.”“Go on, lad.” The Dwarf waved at the human encouragingly. “You’ve got your
chance now, and you should walk the path of rewards for your actions.”The Elf slightly turned his
head to the side in an inquiring manner, “What is this burning question that you have for us? I am
sure that both of us would be happy to expand upon the benefits of joining us.”“You sit across
from each other, you talk to me and bicker constantly, and not once…” Joe stared at one, then
the other. “…have either of you said your names. Do you know how annoying it is to call you only



‘Androgynous Elf’ or ‘Beardy Dwarf’ in my head?”Chapter Three“Names? You want to hear our
names?” The Elf shook his head at the thought, and even the Dwarf started chuckling. “You may
refer to me as ‘Enlightened One’.”“Call me ‘Captain’,” the Dwarf volunteered easily, reaching out
for a fist-bump, only to drop his hand when he remembered himself and the current situation. “I
was really expecting that you would ask about our offers before anything else. That's what
everyone else has done.”Joe shook his head, albeit slowly. His words came out breathlessly,
since he needed to stop and suck wind every few words. Luckily, he was used to this; when he
had first entered Eternium, his stats hadn't allowed him much freedom of motion. “I have no…
intention of joining… either of you. In my mind, you have already proven… that you can't be
trusted to help people when they need it. You are only after the largest benefit to yourselves. I
just wanted the names… of the two people who so drastically disillusioned me as soon as I got
to this Zone.”Captain’s face darkened, and veins began to pop out on his forehead. Before he
could start shouting, ‘Enlightened One’ spoke up. “One of those types, huh? Well, human, I can
tell you right now that not choosing a side means that you have chosen both of us as enemies. I
can tell that you have the favor of a deity; I can also tell you that here… neutrality means nothing.
You walk away with one of us, or you never leave this room.”“That would be quite the shame after
you spent so much time just figuring out how to survive long enough to breathe,” Captain
growled at Joe, his already deep voice going so low that Joe practically vibrated with the sound.
“Hear our abyssal offers; choose to join one of us, or-”“We will kill the chicken to warn the
monkey,” the Elf finished, cutting off the Dwarf; much to his displeasure.“Celestial’s sake, can't
you just say the words ‘use you as an example for others’?” Captain turned to glare at the Elf,
then back to Joe. “This is why you don't want to join them; every conversation is doublespeak,
and you have no idea what the real meaning behind their words are.”“Just because your race
panders to, and even elevates, the least intelligent beings doesn’t mean everyone else does, or
should.” The Elf turned his mesmerizing eyes on Joe, allowing a hint of a smile to appear. “I can
tell you this, Captain is likely the most intelligent Dwarf that his race could possibly afford to send
to this incredibly important recruitment position. You see how angry he is getting? Right now? It
is not because I am saying something negative about his people, nor that I’m calling them dumb;
it is because I am calling him smart.”“You watch your mouth!” Captain snarled practically
animalistically at ‘Enlightened One’.“There it is,” came the smug reply. “Imagine joining the
Dwarfs, and being surrounded by thousands upon thousands of beings that only listen to their…
the human equivalent is testosterone, I believe. Male and female alike, I’ll add. Instead, you
could join a refined culture, one where advancement is predicated upon your ability to think
through situations and gain the favor of those above your station… not punching enough people
in the face that no one can tell you ‘no’ anymore.”“A place where you become stifled by
bureaucratic nonsense! A place where you have to fill out a form in triplicate so you can join
combat when your people are in danger!” Captain spat on the ground between them, but the Elf
simply raised an eyebrow and caused a flower to grow out of the tiny puddle in retaliation. “You
join them and it is not a death sentence… it is a guaranteed life of boredom and frustration.”“So



this is a choice between joining the Marines, or the Air Force. There was a reason I joined the
Army,” Joe muttered with his eyes closed. “Actually, less joining, more being drafted. Fine. Tell me
why I should join you. Enlightened One, please start.”“A wise choice.” The Elf unfurled from his
lotus position and rose to a profound stance, hands clasped behind his back. “You are clearly a
human that uses his brain. You have immense talents with internal mana manipulation, and even
appear to be mainly self-taught.”“How can you-” Joe started, only to be cut off by the Elf’s
careless wave.“Your mana… suffuses your body.” A slight twitch accompanied Enlightened
One’s words as he said this, but he didn’t comment on it further. “If you were traditionally trained,
your mana would be well on its way to forming a central core from which you direct all mana.
Your current state will make it harder for you to learn in certain ways, but likely allows you to cast
the spells that you do know much faster. We can teach you, train you, in all the things you need
to learn. You can grow so quickly, and become a powerful force by working with us; especially on
the Officer’s track.”Seeing that the Elf was done, Joe turned to the Dwarf. “Captain? How about
you? Can I get on the Officer’s track?”“Ya don’t know what you’re asking for, lad.” Captain wiped
sweat off his forehead and shifted uneasily. “You don’t ‘get in’ to the Officer’s track; you need to
survive Candidacy and selection. I can tell you that our area is more fun. You’ll grow in the ways
you want to grow; not be forced into small rooms and told what to learn for the next decade.
You’ll get into the mix, and learn in a hands-on environment.”Joe tried to escape one last time.
“Just to be sure, there is no way either of you are going to just… let me out of here? I’ll just go do
my own thing and leave you both alone?”“You get near that door, and I will turn you into fertilizer,”
Enlightened One stated serenely.“Every single unit of land is constantly being… contested.”
Captain chose his words carefully. “If we let another person onto our land, and just let them do
their own thing, we are essentially creating competition for ourselves. We will not let that happen.
Neither of our people will.”Joe rubbed his bald head, even though it felt like lifting a boulder and
dropping it on his skull. He resolved not to do that again. “All right, fine. I'm joining the Dwarves.”A
blast of mana sent him skidding across the floor, tumbling until he hit the wall of the strange cave
they were in.Health: 200/875. Burning, -20 health per second for 12 seconds.The Reductionist
hadn’t even seen what had happened. One moment, everything was fine and calm. In the next
instant, the world had been washed out in white light. Captain’s deep laugh echoed through the
area, along with the sound of metal hitting wood. “I got one! Sod off, twig!”“He dies! How dare he
turn down the Elven Theocracy?” The Elf’s voice was no longer calm or cool; it was instead… a
Boston accent? What? “Show me disrespect? Your intestines are gonna turn green from regret,
then black from rot, you get me?”Faction joined: Dwarven Oligarchy.“Buzz off, Sparkle Bro!”
Captain did something with his hammer, and the Elf was blasted out of the room—through the
stone wall—by a torrent of fire and steam. The Dwarf turned toward Joe with a wide smile as a
large top hat appeared in his hands. He put it on, and unseen mechanisms whirred to life. Thick
sunglasses that could easily be used for welding dropped over his eyes, and the Dwarf took a
step forward. “Recruit, let me officially welcome you to Svaltarheim, Dwarvenheim,
Deepvenheim. Take your pick; they mean the same thing: Home of the Dwarves.”“Not…



Nidavellir?” Joe was wracking his brain for all his old mythology. “I thought that was the land of
the Dwarves.”“Once upon a time, lad.” Captain winced and looked away at Joe’s comment. “I
wouldn’t mention that name to anyone else. Anyone who knows about the ancestral home is…
salty about it. Abyssal long-form dragons. Let’s… let’s talk about you. Take a look at what you got
before that maniac tried to bring down this entire spawn point, and then we will talk about your
future in the Legion of Silver, the Dwarven Legion.”“Sounds very rock and roll.”“…what?”“Forget I
said anything. Did you say something about dragons?” Joe sighed and read the blinking
notification tab.Faction Bonuses gained:Dwarven Superiority. You have chosen to join the
Dwarven Oligarchy and now understand that they are superior to Elves in every way. You will see
them in a favorable light, and Elves unfavorably in every situation. This is a perception shift, and
cannot be denied or changed without leaving the Dwarven faction.Dwarven Currency. You now
have access to the Dwarven currency system. Precious metals? Beautiful gems? None of that
matters here. All that matters is your word. You are now able to trade reputation points gained
from Dwarves for goods and services. Note: Any skills, titles, or classes that grant reputation
bonuses will not function within Dwarven society.Faction Quest Gained: Shatter the Elven
Theocracy. Completing this quest will break the Elven Theocracy, leading to their eventual
eradication or subservience to Dwarves. Reward: The Zone gains the designation ‘Svaltarheim’,
Variable (Based on contribution). Failure: The Dwarven Oligarchy is shattered, leading to the
eventual eradication or subservience of all Dwarves to Elves.“Oh, come on!” Joe waved a hand
at the faction quest. “Not this again!”Chapter Four“Don’t worry about dragons. There aren’t any
in this Zone.” Captain pulled Joe up from the floor and brushed off his charred shoulders. Skin
sloughed off, and Joe let out a sharp gasp of pain. “Yikes, that light magic really did a number on
you. Gotta watch out for that; Elves are known for their ‘impressive’ ability to manipulate light,
sound, and sensory input. Just one more reason you can never trust them.”The Dwarf snorted,
half-turned and took a few steps, then waved at Joe to follow after him. “What's all that
impressive about creating things that aren't real? Solid? ‘Oh look, I tricked this person into
tripping over their own feet. Look at how witty I am’. Ridiculous. What a waste of an
existence.”Joe healed himself with two spells in quick succession, then started to follow after
Captain. A thought crossed his mind, and in the next instant, he activated his Exquisite Shell. It
appeared that they would be walking for quite a while, so he was not worried about having to use
his mana anytime soon. As soon as he could, Joe toggled Retaliation of Shadows to be on as
well. He was almost kicking himself for not having these active, but to be fair, he had been
devoting all of his mental energy to breaking the Mortal Limit. “Where are we going, Captain?
What is going on in this Zone, and how can we move it along so that I can start doing what I want
to be doing?”“We are going to the spawning grounds of a minor fort,” Captain told the human
without turning back to face him. Joe hoped that he was just focused and not nervous about
what might be in the area. “As for what is going on? War! I’ll tell you now, human-”“My name is
Joe.”“I'll remember your name when it matters.” Captain spoke the words with the same inflection
as a hardcore gamer casually promising to do the dishes ‘later’. “Let me explain the rules of



Svaltarheim for you. Reputation is everything. You buy things with it, sell things for it, you gain
reputation for completing quests and for acts of service for all of Dwarvenkind. Things that will
get you the most reputation: capturing minor forts, capturing major forts, and doing what your
commanding Officer tells you to do.”“What is this about forts? I don’t have any idea what that
means.” Joe was starting to get grumpy; even though this Dwarf had much shorter legs than he
did, his physical stats were likely insanely higher. He was practically running just to keep up, and
still trying to ask questions? It was starting to become frustrating.“Right, well, you know what
happens when the people of Eternium die. It’s a little different here, because of the constant war.
If we all respawned with opposing viewpoints every single time we died, we would have-”“Wait.”
Joe cut Captain off, his eyes wide. He had been seeking out this information, subconsciously or
not, since he’d started the game. What did happen to NPCs when they died? “Captain, I don't
know why you assume I would know what happened to the people of the world. Could you give
me a quick rundown?”“What?” Captain actually came to a halt, surprise clear on his face. “But
you are here? You won the war for your Zone already; we all got the notification. Don't tell me you
won your war, and you didn't even know what you were fighting for? Celestials, humans are
kinda messed up… that means…”“Your people are going to fit in with us just fine!” Unexpectedly,
Captain burst into laughter. He clapped Joe on the shoulder hard enough to knock the man to
the ground and got slapped by a shadow for his trouble, then continued walking, still chuckling.
“Pretty big mosquitoes in here. Listen up, human. When a native of Eternium dies, they come
back. Problem is, all of us made a deal so that we could live here. Part of the deal was that we
would always come back. And…”Captain hesitated for a breath of time, but he pressed forward
after a long pause. “It was a dark time in our history. We had the option to live in peace and grow
together, but too many people clamored for war. The System decided that if we were going to be
at war all the time, we needed to really understand what we were doing to each other. Every time
one of us dies in enemy territory and the fort isn’t captured by our people in time, our memories
of living as that race are saved and locked away.”“Then, we come back as a member of our
opposing race, losing all the memories of that life. By regaining levels, or by increasing certain
characteristics to a high enough point, we slowly unlock the memories, skills, or spells that we
have stored away. It’s all race-specific. For instance, if I died, I’d come back as a low-leveled Elf.
If I got to the level I am now, as a Dwarf, I’d start to remember my life here, as a Dwarf. I wouldn’t
be any good with a hammer, but I’d understand it better. Just like I understand illusions, and how
nasty they are.”“The war… is still going on? Even with all that? Knowing that you were an Elf at
some point?” Joe couldn't comprehend what kind of twisted mindset was required to be literally
at war with yourself for hundreds of years.“Aye, that it is.” The Dwarf nodded sagely, a lopsided
grin almost hidden by his thick beard. “The only way to stop the cycle is to shatter the other race.
Then, if and when we die, we will at least come back only as Dwarves. That's also why we
defend ourselves more than we attack; every soldier that we lose means another enemy we will
have to face. That's what I was saying when I said that things are a little different on this Zone.
Here is where the forts come in.”“Now I understand why humans had been reduced to one



single City, and were so reluctant to launch an attack against the Wolfmen. At least until they
were almost positive they would win in a single strike. As for here…” Joe prodded Captain after a
few long moments in which neither he nor the Dwarf were speaking. “Please go on.”“Huh?”
Captain frowned at him in confusion. “Wait, you actually want to hear about this? History and
such? I kind of figured that you had zoned out, so I just… yikes, you might have a harder time in
the Legion than I was expecting. Alright, listen. There are nine minor forts that surround almost
every major fort unless something wonky is going on. Anyone killed in the territory of a minor fort
will respawn at that minor fort after a day, so long as we retain control of it and pay the fees for
the Ledger of Souls. The Ledger is commonly known as ‘the rolls’, while respawning is referred
to as ‘roll call’. Any enemies we kill will come in as low-level Dwarves after that same amount of
time.”Joe was starting to see what Captain was getting at, “I'm guessing that if they took the fort,
the Elves would be able to recoup any of their lost troops? They would also gain any Dwarves
that fell in that area?”“Yes, and no.” Captain nodded approvingly, though there was a slight hint of
disgust on his face. “They would get their troops back, but the second part is where major forts
come in. If we lose a minor fort, we can pay a certain amount of resources to bring back a
portion of our fallen, as I said. It is random, so we can't always bring back the best of the best
every time, but it is still a costly gamble we are usually willing to bear. The major forts allow
specific people to be brought back using the Ledger of Souls; they also act as rapid transit
systems. So long as they are not under attack and can pay the cost, minor forts can transfer their
people to major, and major can transfer to other major. Gotta hoof it from major to minor forts,
unfortunately.”“I'm betting that skirmishes are really frequent, but all-out attacks are crazily rare?”
Joe nodded at his own logic. “That's why you are so excited to take on whatever human arrives?
Because they can throw themselves against your enemies again and again without a cost to
you, and they’ll always come back on your side? This… this is going to change the face of your
entire war, isn't it?”“Got it in one. Lad, you contribute enough to the war efforts, and you’ll be a
hero in no time. But we are here, and it is time for you to join the Legion and the blood games.”
The two of them emerged from a tunnel and were met with an assortment of weapons pointed
directly at their faces. Captain grinned, then screamed an incoherent stream of expletives at the
Dwarves threatening them. So foul were the words—and so potent was his voice—that the air in
the vicinity actually started to turn light blue. Captain paused to take a breath, and another Dwarf
stepped forward with a smile.“Captain Bro!” He slammed his forehead into Captain’s, and the
two bounced away with grins on their faces and blood dripping down into their eyes. “Welcome
back! It so good to see you, haven't had proper spotter in days!”Joe watched the odd social
interaction, trying to figure out if they were speaking his language so poorly. Was there a different
language, a Dwarven language, and they were speaking human just so they could be friendly to
him? If that were the case, he decided not to judge their poor grammar and sentence structure.
The Dwarf turned to face him, and an even wider smile appeared on his face.“Human Bro! You
joined up! Dudemeister, I gotta know… how many plates you squat? Feces, look at the way you
stand! Your form terrible, thin Bro. No worry, we fix!” He grabbed Joe’s shoulders and slammed



their foreheads together, creating a shower of sparks and a dark version of Joe that slapped him
in the face.Joe stumbled back as all of the Dwarves in the area laughed in excitement. Another,
this one without a beard but sporting a glorious mustache, jumped forward and slammed their
heads together. “Ha! Sparks and funny feel! Dudes and Dudettes, try this out!”*Wham*.Every
Dwarf in the area raced over to bash their head against him, and Joe began to despair. “I was
wrong. They’re speaking as well as they can. They’re idiots.”Chapter Five“Wake up! It is already
four in the morning! Why’re all of you lazing about instead of getting ready to go kill Elves?” The
explosion of the amplified voice literally knocked the Dwarves closest to the door out of their
beds. Joe only managed to stay in his because his blankets had been tucked in on the edges,
and he was able to use them to hold himself down.“We’re ready, Drill Instructor!” the reply
boomed from every single person in the barracks. It was true. Since they never knew what time
they were supposed to be getting up, everyone slept in their clothes and armor, as well as
keeping their weapons handy.It was the start of Joe's second day with the Dwarves, and his first
morning. He had never gotten the steak promised from Sarge for joining the Dwarves, but that
was the least of his worries at this moment. Joe wasn't exactly certain what he was supposed to
be doing, but it appeared that the Dwarves weren't going to make him choose for himself.They
had tossed him into Legionnaire training, along with the new batch of Dwarven ‘recruits’. It was
somewhat telling that there were only thirty people total in this group, but apparently the training
started on Monday each week. He had just gotten ‘lucky’ enough to get in this batch as soon as
he joined up. Besides the voice waking them up, Joe had another surprise waiting for
him.Characteristic training complete. +2 Strength, Constitution.Just being in this environment
was enough to train his strength and constitution, which meant that by the time he woke up, he
had already trained the maximum that he could. That was unfortunate, since he was already
exhausted, and the training day was just about to begin. Maybe he could convince them to let
him train other characteristics?Moving as quickly as he could, Joe still found that he was the last
person getting out the door. Concerned that he would either be punished, or people would try to
‘greet him’ again, he activated Retaliation of Shadows and Exquisite Shell. Both had gone up a
skill level the day before, a direct result of so many people bashing their head against his to say
‘hello’ and test the strength of their forehead against his shielding. Remembering the upgrade he
had gained, Joe smiled and checked it one more time.You have reached the Journeyman ranks
for Retaliation of Shadows! Journeyman bonus gained: When you attack or cast a spell, there is
now a 10% chance that it will trigger a shadow version that is 25% as potent as the original.
(Personal attack or spell use. Group spells and rituals are not impacted.)Exquisite Shell had only
reached Beginner seven, but every little piece of protection was very welcome. Joe joined the
formation, getting in position just as crossbow bolts flew from… apparently everywhere around
them. A bolt passed in front of him, behind him, to his left, and to his right. Joe was about to take
cover and find a way to strike back when the voice of their Drill Instructor rang out once more. “If
you were hit by a bolt, you are not in the correct space. You’re out of formation, and you will
rectify that!”“Dude, look at all that blood coming out of my arm! Sick!” the Dwarf two spaces to



the left of Joe called out, grinning as he looked at his injured limb. “That's got to have some
serious armor penetration!”“That’s right, and don't you forget it!” the Drill Instructor confirmed
curtly. “Also, shaddup! Get in groups of four; that's one less than the total number of digits on
your hand unless you cut something off between the barracks and here! Move!”The Dwarves
moved so fast that they left small whirlwinds of dust behind. By the time Joe looked around,
everyone had partnered up. Well, all but one small group. They were looking at him
questioningly, then staring pleadingly at the Drill Instructor. One of them, the one with the most
magnificent mustache, shouted at the Drill Instructor with a gravelly voice, “Look at this guy! He
can't keep up! You’re gonna give him the opportunity to drag us down? What happened to the
high standards that used to be required for joining the Legion?”A bearded Dwarf in the same
group spat to the side. “I'm so happy they are getting the chance for inclusion, but humans just
don't have the same physical abilities as the rest of us! We are going to end up carrying its gear,
having to support it on ruck marches, and what about fighting monsters? Forget about it!”“Oh, I
didn't realize that you were the one making the rules now!” the Drill Instructor shouted back,
leveling a crossbow at the bearded Dwarf. “You must be on the Officer’s track, or hoping to get
on it? Those are the people making the rules, after all.”There was a collective inhale at the
implied threat, and not a single Dwarf made another sound as Joe shamefacedly joined the
party of three. The Drill Instructor grinned evilly and motioned for everyone to follow him. “You all
know the rules. Try not to die during training. It sets you back a day, which means you lose all the
reputation you would have gained for being an upstanding member of the Legion! You get paid
every night at lights out. If you aren’t there, I'm keeping that rep for myself! I'll drink an ale in your
honor, then be back in the morning to work you twice as hard!”“Pick your role in your new party,
and get friendly! This is who you will be with until the end of training! If you fail, they fail.
Remember, the only way out of the Legion is reaching neutral with the Dwarven Council!” At
those words, Joe perked up and hurriedly looked at his reputation score with the Dwarven
factions.Current reputation:Dwarven Legionnaires: -1000, Cautious.Dwarven Council: -1000,
Cautious.“What the…?” Then Joe remembered that his deity bonus did not work with the
Dwarves, because they also used reputation as currency. Before he started cursing this Zone
again, he shouted at the Drill Instructor. “How much are we getting paid?”Strangely enough,
surprise was the main expression on the faces of the Dwarves around him. The magnificently
mustachioed member of his party blinked, then snorted at him. “Who cares? The only thing that
you can do with all that money is get out of training, out of the Legion! Who the abyss would want
to have that kind of opportunity?”“Success is its own reward!”There was a roar of approval at
these words, words that Joe would later learn was the mantra of the Oligarchy as a whole. He
decided that he would just have to wait for the pay to hit his account that night so he could see
for himself what he was earning. The Drill Instructor fired his crossbow at various trainees until
order was restored, then continued with his explanation of what they would be doing. “Today, we
are going to clear out a monster nest: Stone Lizards! Whatever group kills the most of them wins
a week of characteristic training materials or a weapon upgrade; whoever kills one of them in the



most impressive fashion gets an armor upgrade!”“Weapons and armor!”“Yeah!”“Celestials, I
hope it is really heavy! If I could just find a two hundred pound helmet-”“Shaddup, the armor is
mine! You don't have to worry about if it will-”Every discussion in the area devolved into a
massive fist fight. Strangely enough, anyone in a team did not attack each other, instead working
to defend and take down the others with impressive efficiency. Joe looked around, waiting for the
Drill Instructor to step in, sighing when he finally realized that the Dwarf in charge of their training
had joined in the brawl.Eventually, they calmed down and got into a marching formation, being
led to a cave system and warned not to come out before killing at least two monsters for each
member of the party. Joe took a moment to check the different roles that he could choose in the
party, surprised to see that they were selectable, rather than based on class or levels. “Attacker,
Vanguard, Scout, Support. I’m pretty well set up to be a support; any of you have an issue with
me taking that?”The other three just laughed and walked into the caves, making Joe question
what they knew that he didn’t. He shrugged and selected ‘Support’, then looked at the
information that was available for their party. After closing his eyes and attempting to calm
himself, he followed the three Dwarves on his team—all of them had chosen ‘Attacker’.“Can I at
least get your names?” Joe asked as he ran to catch up to his stout team. He stood head and
shoulders above even the tallest of them, but their speed was still higher than his, and he was
having trouble forcing his way through the thick, energy-rich air of this plane. “All I see in my
party interface is ‘D1, D2, D3’. Do you guys really not have names?”Joe was outright ignored at
first. Then he grinned as he realized that he knew exactly how to handle people like this. He was
prior service, and they were still trainees. He had tricks they would never see coming. “After all, if
no one knows what to call you, you can’t win the rewards, or be in charge.”There was a long
pause, and the Dwarves came to an abrupt halt. The bearded Dwarf stepped forward and
stomped the floor, leaving a deep indent. “I’m Broski. I’m the team leader.”“Eat feces, Broski! I’m
Dudette, I’m in charge around here!” The intensely mustachioed Dwarf snarled at the first that
spoke. Joe blinked at the realization that facial hair might be the only way to differentiate male
and female in this zone… for him, at least. As far as the human could tell, there were no other
differences. Their heads were all bald, and the armor that was worn constantly meant that there
was no other clear way to-*Wham*.Dudette was punched into the stone wall by the final
mustachioed Dwarf. “I’m Dudette, and I’m the party leader!”Joe watched the fight play out over
the next few minutes as the cave entrance they had chosen was painted with fresh flecks of
blood, wondering yet again if he had made a terrible, terrible decision.Chapter SixJoe cast Lay
on Hands on Broski, wincing at the sound of the Dwarf’s facial bones realigning and mending
themselves. A glance at the party interface revealed that the three hundred points of damage he
had just repaired had not even gotten the Dwarf close to his maximum health. The Dwarves had
a crazy high constitution, and a rough estimate—by how much he had just healed up—placed
Broski around two thousand health. If these Dwarves were the low-level ones, he would not want
to fight a high-level version.“It’s settled then, ri~ight? We all had the chance, and proved our
merit,” Dudette smugly informed the others with a toss of her majestic mustache. Then she lifted



a fist, getting a wince from the other mustached Dwarf. “I am Dudette, she is Diane. That’s what
you get for being so weak, Diane! People are gonna haveta think to remember your name! Last,
that’s Broski, the party leader.”“My name is Joe. Nice to officially meet you all,” Joe chimed in,
getting an eye roll from Dudette for his trouble. “We have monsters to kill, right? Anyone know
anything about these, or are we all finding out together?”“Stone Lizards, support Bro,” Broski
snorted and grimaced at the others. “Can you believe this guy? Can't even remember what we
are going to be fighting. I thought humans were supposed to be brainiacs like those grass-fed
Elves. So glad we get to learn that was a lie all along.”“Good one, Broski!” Diane high-fived the
‘party leader’, and the three Dwarves started walking deeper into the tunnel without another
word. Joe was very uncertain how they were moving in sync like that, but he assumed they
would just tell him to ‘get on their level’ if he asked.The small party continued advancing along
the tunnel, and to Joe's surprise, they soon emerged in a huge open plain. As soon as they were
out of the tunnel, the Dwarves turned around and looked up. Behind them was a massive cliff
face with strange nests built along the side. Dudette grabbed a rock and threw it at one of the
nests, hitting it spot-on and getting a loud squawk in reply. Broski suddenly had a double-sided
war axe in his hands, which he swung forward at nothing that Joe could see.At the apex of his
swing, Broski’s war axe slammed into a translucent, two-headed lizard with wings. “Whoa, I
actually got it!”“Cool!” Dudette started swinging her oversized hammers at the air, but she didn't
manage to hit anything, much to her disappointment. Joe was fairly certain that she thought that
the air was supposed to be filled with monsters.“That’s wild, Broski; finish it off!” Diane ordered
Broski as the lizard fell to the ground with a hiss.“Yo, I'm the party leader, I say when I finish it
off!” The male Dwarf waited a long moment, then cut the lizard in half. “Look at that; each half still
has a head!”Joe stared at the strange lizard that was definitely dead, looked at the Dwarves,
then looked up at the cliff face. “I really hate to have to ask this, but I thought we were killing
Stone Lizards? These seem to be more like… air lizards?”A blast of wind hit Diane as she
turned to yell at Joe, cutting off the ring finger on her left hand and spinning her in place. Broski
snarled at Joe, “What are you doing, distracting us in the middle of a fight like that? Are you
damaged, bro? These are Stone Lizards, because the best way to kill ‘em is to hit them with
rocks! Or we can get them onto the rock and cut them down! Why would you want to call them
Air Lizards? Those ones are practically made of rock! You don't want to hit Stone Lizards with an
air spell; they’re pretty much immune to it!”“Stupid human, not even understanding basic combat
interactions. Every monster is strong in one area and weak in another! Stone Lizards are weak on
—or when hit with—stone.” Dudette paused in her admonishment as her hammer hit the left
head of another lizard that was flying at her. “Wow! I got one! I guess… thanks for the chance to
teach you something, support bro?”The other head of the lizard bit at her, creating a cavitation
bubble that blasted her hammer in the other direction as it came at the head. Sharp blades of
wind formed, cutting deeply into her forearm armor, but the sharp currents failed to penetrate.
Seeing this, Joe realized that if the bite had landed, it might have deposited that air bubble
directly into the arm; then likely would have blown it straight off. He double-checked his Exquisite



Shell with a gulp and tried to spot any lizards that were flitting around them.He knew they were
nearby only because they sounded just like hummingbirds, emitting a low-pitched droning noise
that put bumblebees to shame. They were just too fast for him to lock onto, certainly too fast to
hit them with a directed spell. That meant there was only one thing for Joe to do; focus on his
role in combat. He ducked down, scooped up the finger that had been torn off Diane, then
grabbed her hand, aligned the finger against her protest, and cast Mend.Her finger reattached
without issue, and her health shot upward as her blood was replenished. Diane looked at her
hand, gave it a test squeeze, then grunted and got back to the fight. Joe tried to think of what to
do next. He was a support, but he should have spells that would work against these monsters.
For instance, his Acid Spray was technically an earth spell? Or… was it a water spell? Either
way, it was not air, so it should be at least somewhat effective against them.All three of the
Dwarves were facing the cliff directly, but the droning lizards were circling them at high speeds.
Joe tried to equip his staff, but for some reason, it did not appear in his hand when he called it
from his Codpiece of Holding. He thought it might have something to do with being in combat,
though that had never been an issue before. He gave up and simply focused on casting Acid
Spray up in an arc behind them.Damage dealt: 106 (130—33 magic resist + 10% title bonus)A
cacophony of trilling shrieks tore through the air as the swarm of winged lizards dove through the
green liquid and started to melt. Joe had never managed to regain his ability to channel spells,
else he would have been pumping the air full of acid for the next few seconds.Three things
happened in quick succession after that: first, the lizards became much more visible, since their
inner bodies were exposed. Apparently, only their scales allowed them to keep their camouflage
working. Second, the Dwarves got very excited and started swinging at the lizards far more
accurately. Thirdly, all of the lizards that had been hit by the acid tried to attack Joe at the same
time.Joe dove to the side, dodging out of the way of the first few air streams that were shot
toward him, and confusing the Dwarves. Broski was at his side in an instant, pulling him upright.
“Human bro, why are you getting out of the way? How are you going to train up your constitution
if you aren't taking hits?”“I can't take hits like you can!” Joe had finally lost his temper. These
Dwarves were way too ridiculous! “I only have-”He paused as he inspected his current health
pool. “Holy guacamole, I have nine hundred and eight health?”“Oh, wow.” Broski pulled his hand
off of Joe, concerned that he might accidentally damage the fragile human, “You're not kidding,
man. You could only take like… three or four hits total from these little beasties before your whole
body collapses!”“Joe, bro,” Dudette called as she walked over with her left arm swinging from her
right hand, “Can you put my arm back on? I saw you work with Diane; can you do arms
too?”“You called me by my actual name…?” Joe stared at the open wound gushing blood where
her arm should be, then jumped into action. While the other two Dwarves focused on smacking
the lizards out of the air like irritating flies, Joe coaxed the flesh and bone of Diane’s shoulder
and arm together into a unified whole once more.It turned out that a lizard had managed to land
on her, then both heads had bitten in two opposite places at the same time, cleanly blowing the
limb off. Joe had to pump a thousand points of healing into her, but soon she was using both of



her hammers once more. A few minutes after that, they were surrounded by a dozen dead
lizards. Joe looked at the notifications he had gained at the end of combat.For focusing on your
chosen role during combat, you get a perfect 1/4 split of experience! As your party has three
members who have contested a role, they split the remaining experience!Experience gained:
600 (50 * 12 ‘Stone’ Lizards)Skill increase: Mend (Student 9).Broski looked at the others with a
huge grin. “I know we could go back, but that's already half as many as the whole platoon got
yesterday before everyone died! Why did they wait till today to put us in parties? This rocks! Why
don't we go fight another nest?”“Yeah, Broski!” Dudette called with a fist pump.Diane sidled up to
the bearded Dwarf and leaned on him. “Best party leader ever!”Joe shuddered lightly as the
three bald Dwarves that he could only distinguish via their facial hair flirted in deep bass tones.
“I'm not sure how to react to all this. Should I-”“Joe… bro.” Diane smiled at him uncomfortably,
letting her arm drop away from Broski. “I don't know how to tell you this, but… you aren't our type.
Maybe if you put on, I don't know, eighty pounds of muscle and start using a real weapon,
instead of…”She wiggled her fingers mysteriously to mimic spell casting, and Dudette joined in
to finish the thought, “Beyond that, none of us feel very, um, tingly, around you ‘cause of, you
know…”Waving at her face, Dudette shrugged and kept going when Joe gazed at her
uncomprehendingly, “I'm sure that you will find someone who is into the total hairless look, but
you won't find a deviant like that in this party.”Joe smiled and nodded, declining to speak any
further. Confusion was one thing; accidental insults because he was voicing his thoughts was
another. They spent the rest of the day clearing out three more large nests, then went back to
their barracks. Joe had gained another eighteen hundred experience, and—strange rebuttals
and cultural differences aside—was rather pleased with how the day had gone over all.They
dumped the corpses of the lizards into the collection bin, getting a raised eyebrow from the Drill
Instructor. “You killed all of these? That's… well, looks like we have a new group record. Take
these tokens to the Requisition Hall; you’ll get a bonus of characteristic training materials.”“We
set a record!” Broski fist bumped Diane, and the group started walking toward a small building
that Joe had not yet seen. “Human bro, you ready for the chance to train your characteristics for
the day?”“I already maxed out my strength and constitution training for the day, but I can do any
of the others!” Joe was eager to see how they did their training, and what sort of bonus they
would be getting.“I wanted the weapon reward.” Diane grumbled in a deep bass tone, trying to
snuggle in close to Broski again.“How do you max out your… ooh.” Dudette nodded at Joe with
a knowing grin. “You mean what you can train in a day without materials. Do we have a surprise
for you, bro. I think you are going to like the Legion a lot.”They entered the building, which
contained only one grim-looking Dwarf behind a bar. After showing their tokens, the Dwarf
counted them carefully and pushed out four large mugs. The thick liquid inside of the mugs was
suspiciously familiar, and Broski’s next words confirmed it.“With the right stuff, you can double
your gains in a day, bro. Let's hit the gym!” Broski clinked mugs with the others. “Joe, welcome to
the way… of whey! Protein shakes, then squats! Bottoms up, dudes and dudettes!”
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Toby Mason, “Excellent. When I first started the book, I was unsure as to how Krout would tackle
the introduction of dwarves/elves and Reductionist class. The answer? Brilliantly. The start is a
little slow, but this is necessary for the reader to begin understanding the convoluted
Reductionist class mechanics. The book quickly ramps up, reaching a crescendo at the end in
the (spoiler alert) supervolcano: Gramma's Shoe.I suggest that you buy the book now, though if
you haven't yet, make sure to read the previous books in the series, starting with Ritualist. Also,
try out Krout's other series, which interlink with this one.Personal favourites:Terrible but funny
puns/wordplay, a staple of Dakota's books. e.g: I am Major Infraction, Candidate Joe
(paraphrased)New take on the age-old fantasy question: Do female dwarves have beards?
Krout's answer: They have mustaches.Dude/Bro/Dudette vernacular using dwarves.Possible
improvements:The ending felt too abrupt, finishing at the final battle, but no (real) epilogue to
wrap up plot threads. Perhaps a meeting with Jake, homicidal alchemist, would work?Most long
fantasy series encounter the problem of the writer running out of ideas, and diluting their work
with flavour text. Krout has the opposite problem. He has so many plot threads and ideas, that he
can't seem to write them fast enough. More books please, us fans are dying out here! (without
diluting quality, or the foulness and quantity of the puns, though. The puns are, simply put,
unbearable, though don't leaf them alone, they're all bark and no bite. Keep them, as you do, in
ambush, waiting for unsuspecting readers. Hehe.)”

Michael Parnell, “Fantastic novel!. As always, a fantastic book from the Kroutmeister! If you
haven’t read the rest of his books, you’re missing out on real gems. This is series is probably my
favorite of his books, but they are all fantastic (and I have read them).In inflamed, he does a
good job explaining introducing an entirely new world and culture, while still creating meaningful
story. It felt a hair too short, but that’s probably because I want to see where the story goes.Still,
I’m eagerly anticipating the next book.Keep those puns coming!!!”

Richard White, “Very enjoyable read. I enjoyed this installment in The Completionist immensely.
This is a nice change of pace, but a continued improvement on the Ritual Architect and
associated skills and systems. I blitzed through the book and enjoyed every moment of it. I can't
wait for the next one.”

Dawn Nettleton, “Another bizarre adventure. This is the strangest story of joe so far and I loved
every page of it. This story introduces soo many options for joe and the wanderers that when
they get there they are going to have a blast waging war against the elves if they follow joe. The
new characters are interesting and more insane than you would believe.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Nice book. Nice story. Has quite a few misdirections near the end. I
loved it and would gladly read it again. Can’t wait to see what happens next with joe. Though I do



hope for a true crossover with the other books. The small name drops were good but can’t help
but wonder how Joe will react when he meets you know who.”

Ian m, “A welcome escape. The sheer joy of reading Joe's adventures hasn't dimmed. Whilst
Joe's life is a living hell, it's one I'd love to live in”

Gruzenburg, “Very inventive and fun. Of this series this is the most chaotic, enjoyable and
enthralling of them all. The shear elan and enthusiasm of this book is wonderful. The
mechanics are hard to follow but go along for the ride - you won't be able to stop reading and will
have a great time.”

Gazzmann, “A great continuation. I'm loving the characters and story more each book and
cannot wait to read the next one as soon as it comes out. There are some mistakes here and
there but they are just bumps in the road of a good story. Cheers!”

The book by Dakota Krout has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 2,306 people have provided feedback.
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